2004 toyota camry stereo

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Toyota Camry based on all problems reported for the Camry. Touchscreen
is partially inoperative due to faulty calibration. Calibration started changing one year after
purchase. Hasn't been a factor because I have been using the same phone. Recently purchased
a new phone and cannot pair with the system. I do not have the abilty to use the phone via
hands-free operation while driving this vehicle. This is definitely a safety issue. This defect is
very common. Toyota has issued a technical service bulletin about it TSB Toyota told me that
the whole radio touchscreen assembly needs to be replaced. Because this is a safety issue
there should be a recall and Toyota should fix this at no cost. See all problems of the Toyota
Camry. Apple car play freezes. Top of the screen is the only thing visible. The bottom half of
screen is black. I have had this issue since I purchased the car in July I have a se and Toyota
keeps a saying it's the iphone. I have had the xr and the se currently. I have done a hard reset
myself with corporate as well. After over 15 visits to Toyota they replaced the radio.
Unfortunately it's still freezing. The radio touchscreen is partially inoperative. Because of this, I
can't pair my cell phone to my car. This means that I can't use my cell phone hands free. This is
a safety issue. Toyota has a technical service bulletin about it TSB Touch screen radio burned
as soonest I turned on the car, a lot of smoke came out from the radio and heavy burn cable
smell. Brand new Camry with issues. Front crash camera will say that it is off but it is on. Apple
carplay radio freezes, glitches and shuts off. Takata recall. Dashboard is sticky, ac is broken,
needs to replace evaporator assembly. Cd player is not working. Sound in radio suddenly just
went out and did some reading on the web and see other people with same make and model are
having the same problem. My electronic control unit went out in three years. Not able to
program anything or listen to radio. I understand that Toyota had a manufacture problem with
models from and Which my car falls in there. They are not acknowledging this problem and said
they dont have a recall. However Toyota did send out notification to mechanics telling them
there was issues with these ecus. The steering wheel gets hard to move and appears that the
electrical system turns off while driving, yet car continues going. But when this happens,
steering wheel is hard to move and radio, a. Goes off while everything else is on motion and
mainly while turning, it has happened multiple times. The first times about 2 years ago, but
never again, then it started happening again this last 2 weeks. However, yesterday it happened
more than 10 times in 1 hour, very scary. My husband took it yo the dealer las week and was
told there is no recall yet, on the internet we found hundreds of cars Camry reported with same
problem. Is scary. This car has audio system problum. When you connect usb it keep loading
on and on. The radio don't tune properly. Touch screen is soo insensitive. The following
problem is related to the malfunctioning of the navigation system and display controls in the
radio console for the Toyota Camry se and other similar vehicles manufactured by Toyota. The
buttons on the console stopped working around 2 years ago thus disabeling access to
navigation, bluetooth connectivity and other functions. Due to lack of on screen navigation I
have been forced to resort to using a mobile which is distracting to a driver and may lead to
accidents especially in unfamiliar areas and on multilane highway near exits. Also as
connectivity to the phone via bluetooth has been disabled calls cannot be recieved using the
buttons on the steering wheel. On researching more on this topic I have realized that there are
multiple vehicle owners facing similar issues with the same part of the vehicle for various
vehicles that Toyota produces. Multiple videos and comments requesting a cheap solution for
this issue can be seen on the internet. Some suggestions included replacement of a part called
communication extension module manufactured by "harman automotive part number yy". Motor
oil is burning excessively I have to check the oil every weekend and the dealer says is normal, I
think is not normal to keep adding oil when there is no leak. Dashboard is practically melting it
was reported back in may because in the summer time it gets very sticky the dealer says it will
take months or a year before they could fix it. Radio has a malfunction it was replaced back in
because the screen turn black and not able to turn it on or off. In the radio is having problems
again for the same reason and the dealer won't replace it anymore because the warranty is
finished. The vehicle was parked at my residence. There were 2 holes in the in the rear
window;one was extra lrge and the other small. The rest was shattered, but still intact. The
police investigated to see if there was foul play, but found none. They found rocks or or
anything else in the car that may have caused the holes etc. The police report number is of.
When I closed the door the whole thing caved in. The officers taped up the rear for me. Thank
you for your cooperation in this matter. On Dec. I was not able to go from am to fm to my ipod.
Toyota replaced the radio unit with a rebuilt unit. The display screen is black; thus in addition to
not having any sound system, the back up camera cannot display what is behind me. The
dashboard on my Camry has become increasingly soft and sticky over the past year. It is sticky
to the touch and feels like you are touching the back of some kind of tape. Everything sticks to

it and it is extremely hard to clean. This problem has gotten worse over the course of calendar
year My car does stay outside, so probably does get more sun than if it stayed in a garage;
however, a dashboard should not start to melt just because a car has been out in the sun. I have
put no type of cleaner on the dashboard except for maybe an occasional wipe down with
armorall a product that should not cause this situation. The more the dashboard melts and gets
sticky, the more I have noticed a bright glare coming off of it, which I am concerned could cause
some visibility issues while driving the car. I kept my previous Toyota for over 10 years, and
never had an issue like this. I have a Toyota Camry and I purchased a extended warranty when I
bought the car in that warranty expired August 1, a few days after it had expired my driver side
visor will not stay up! I do not hang anything on it like cd holder or anything. It is driving me
crazy because it makes it very hard to see the road when I am driving and I feel this should be
recalled sense there has been multiple complaints for the Camry with this same situation and it
is a safety problem for many Camry owners. The visor sometimes even hits me in the head
when I try to get out of my car. I have had many issues with this car from day one and I am not
very happy that this has not been recalled yet. Seems like Toyota does not care for the safety of
their customers. I hope Toyota will recall the visor issue for their customers. I am going to
contact Toyota directly on Monday to see if I can get anywhere with this safety issue. My sun
visors on both sides have messed up and now have both been replaced. My cd player also
started messing up earlier this year. It says there's a cd in, but there's not. You can't load a cd
or eject it. Hopefully, I'm not the only one experiencing this problem and a recall will be issued!.
The visor on my Toyota Camry broke. Up until now I had no issues with the car except that the
cd player only works intermittently. Ended up having to take visor off; could not drive with it like
that. Consumer states several problems with vehicle to include electrical and mechanical issues
the consumer had the vehicle inspected and it was determined there were several components
that were defective such as the accelerator pedal, brakes, shocks, exhaust and cd player
component and cable burning smell. The cd player has problems loading the cd. Even though
there is no cd in the drive - it keeps saying reading cd, not allowing the cd in. We had this
problem only about 2years after purchasing the vehicle new. Consumer states problems with
the steering wheel shaking while driving and the tire pressure sensor staying on. She also
states that the sun visor flips down while the vehicle is in motion. The consumer stated after the
tire pressure monitoring system was reset. But, it light illuminated again. The cd player was no
longer working, even though it was replaced a year ago. Plastic strip on passenger side airbag
keeps popping open. The whole dashboard is sticky and melting; and the sun burned a spot on
the front of the radio. Rear speaker covers 2 cracked and collapsed inward with no outside
forces being applied. Inquired at southbay Toyota, gardena, CA as to wether this was a parts
defect, as I had read many online complaints concerning this problem. At only about miles, the
air flow ratio sensor and manifold had to be replaced. This has been going on since the
odometer read miles. That was when the idle air control valve was first replaced. The situation
seemed to improve, until miles, when the same problems with it not starting and being very
weak resumed. At miles the idle air control valve was replaced for a 2nd time. At miles the same
problems resumed. At miles, the car would as usual not start unless the accelerator was
pressed for 1 min. Then it ran at only rpm. As it was then being driven out of an alley, the engine
suddenly spontaneously boosted to rpm, nearly causing a collision. This type of impetuous
acceleration started frequently occurring. Toyota refused to help with this problem, only saying
to use premium gasoline, which proved to not solve the problem. Now the entire electrical
system of the car has collapsed three times at mi, mi, and today at mi. The dishonesty of Toyota
personnel is seen in its refusing to address the problem and earlier in fraudulently canceling the
maintenance program that was part of the purchase of the vehicle after the car was paid for and
its refusal to respond to written communication. The contact owns a Toyota Camry.
Approximately one month ago the the contact stated that her radio display was not visible
whenever she started the vehicle. Within a few weeks, the rear power windows began opening
on their own. The contact was driving approximately 20 mph when the brakes were engaged;
however, the vehicle would not stop which caused her to crash into a vehicle in front of her.
There were no injuries. The vehicle was towed to a body shop who advised the contact that
there was also an electrical failure since the vehicle would start. The repair shop made several
attempts to start the vehicle and was unsuccessful. The manufacturer advised her that the recall
repair will start in April and that she would have to wait until then. The contact stated that the air
bags did not deploy. The failure mileage was It gets sticky like duct tape and ultimately weakens
and ruins the upholstery on the dash. Toyota needs to step up and correct this issue. It's a
serious one. Rear speaker grill covers disintigrated and crumbled as a result of sun exposure.
Rear speaker covers disintegrating. I have a Toyota Camry. The rear back speakers
disintegrated! Rear stereo speakers crack and fall into speak cone. Toyota offer no assistance

on this defect. The contact stated that the placement of the sirius satellite radio is extremely
low, which prevents him from focusing on the road while driving at any speed. The
manufacturer has not provided any assistance. The current mileage was 8, and failure mileage
was The contact noticed holes in the rear speaker covers and pieces of the covers had fallen
into the trunk of the vehicle. The failure began in March of and still persists. The dealer agreed
to split the cost for parts, but the contact must pay the labor fees. When the windows are rolled
down, the speaker cover fragments float around inside the vehicle. The powertrain was
unknown. The current mileage is 45, and failure mileage was 40, I have a late Toyota Camry that
has standard stereo option with cd and with volume and channel selection on the steering
wheel. I have noticed at least two separate incidents the stereo turns on by itself. I typically do
not listen to the music and keep the radio off. Upon acceleration a deep thud is heard in the rear
end area. All possible areas of loose articles were checked. Dealer cannot seem to find. Rear
wheel well material comes loose and hangs. Dashboard had to be torn out to fix ac rattle. Jbl
bluetooth radio malfunctioned and needed replacing. Car Problems. Other Common Equipment
related problems of Toyota Camry. Problem Category Number of Problems Equipment problems
Equipment problems. Air Conditioner problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Electrical
Equipment problems. Electrical Jack problems. Automotive wiring in a Toyota Camry vehicles
are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced
factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after market
car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer,
crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any
car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your Toyota Camry
headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your
other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and
more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Toyota Camry car radio wiring diagrams, Toyota
Camry car audio wiring diagrams, Toyota Camry car stereo wiring diagrams, Toyota Camry car
radio wiring schematics, Toyota Camry car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use
by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile
electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which
Toyota Camry part or component. Use of the Toyota Camry wiring information is at your own
risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found
here to your Toyota Camry. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any
missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to
post it at the bottom of this page. Right Front Tweeter Wire Powered by the same wires as the
right front speaker. Anyone have the diagram for the inp
kawasaki 220
parts diagram
47 belt diagram
ut and output wires on the Toyota Camry stock JBL amplifier please? Virginia, your Toyota
Camry radio may be in safe mode or anti-theft mode. This happens when the power going to
your radio is interrupted. You will need a unlock code to get your radio working again. Radio
security codes are usually written in your car manual or given to you when you purchase the
vehicle. If you do not have the radio security code, you would have to obtain it from the local
Toyota dealer. Hope this helps. Good luck with unlocking your Toyota Camry radio unlocking.
My battery went out on my toyota and i had it replaced. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.

